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Although 
Sock Dart is no longer a shoe is hard to find, but there is no doubt that it is a classic collocation is still the first choice for many
people. In Nike many shoes have launched a new generation of design at the same time, recently online exposure of the suspected
Sock Dart of the second generation of shoes. From the spy photos, and it does not use the upper knit material lightweight, but the
wool production of shoes. In addition, the original iconic plastic has become a band and joined the One divides into two., have been
omitted in the bottom of the lacing system, Swoosh Logo has also been enlarged. Can be said that although its appearance with
Sock Dart indeed is very similar, but lost the "socks" shoe charm, become very mediocre. Although it is still unable to confirm the
authenticity of the message, but if it really is Sock Dart of the second generation of shoes, that is hard to impress you Sneakerhead
heart? 

The newest training shoe to debut this summer is the adidas Athletics 24/7 Trainer that��s designed for warming up or cooling
down. One of the first pairs to release comes dressed in a Grey, Black, and White color scheme.
Advertisment 
Featuring a breathable mesh upper that flexes and adapts to your feet. Its lacing system locks down the fit, while the split tongue
creates an easy, step-in fit. Finished with a durable rubber outsole.

You can now find the adidas Athletics 24/7 Trainer available at select adidas retailers like Sneaker Politics. The retail price tag is set
at $100 USD.
adidas Athletics 24/7 Trainer
Color: Grey/Black/White
Style Code: S80982
Price: $100 
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